Abstract.
The extended Weiner-Hopf problem (henceforth abbreviated to the EWH problem) can be stated as follows: Given a function kEA (T0) and bounded on T0 and given giEH(Ti), find 2" functions fPEH(Tp), p = l, ■ ■ ■ , 2", such that It is noted that under the conditions of Theorem 1,3 a closed disk in C which contains the range of k and does not contain the origin. Let w9*0 be the center of this disk, and note that its radius is less than \w\. Thus, if
it follows that h(z)EA (To), is bounded on 70, and
Next, introduce the notation siTp) to denote the spine of Tv, p^O. That is, if Sp is given by inequalities of the forms Ji<y,-or yy<5j, denoting by dSp the lines (-co +¿7/, °° +iy¡) or (oo A-ih,, -oo -f io,), respectively, then siTp) = ü"-i dSp.
Finally, iífEHiTp), p9*0, note that (Bochner [4] ) the Cauchy integral formula fiz) = (2«)-f f/(r) n Gv -«a-1*/, 2 e tp,
is valid, where the boundary value/(f) of f(z) is square integrable over R" as a function of x, and is attained a.e. as z->ÇEs(Tp), zETp.
Theorem 2. Let k satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1, and letwEC and h(z) be given as in (3) . Define the operator L :77(7o)->77(7i) by
/e/7(r"). Before proceeding with the proofs of these theorems, we present five lemmas, some of which are in the literature, but are listed here for ease of future reference. The first is a special case of a theorem of Bochner [5] . (ii) J(z) = 22 J"P(Z), zgjo, p=i
For the proof see Bochner [5] , and for the uniqueness part of the result see Kraut et al. [7] . •
Combining (13) and (14) it is seen that as) \iP(z)\ ^(2*-r2n'71/2iwi,. Proof. Only the existence of the FPEH(TP), and hence FPEA0(TP) by Lemma 3, satisfying the first part of (17) and (18) need be shown, since uniqueness, and thence, the remainder of (17) will follow from Lemma 2.
From Lemma 1 3 <p(t) measurable in Pn s (8) and (9) hold with p = 0. The integral in (9) may be written as the sum of 2B integrals obtained by writing each of the single integrals as the sum of an integral on ( -oo, 0) and one on (0, w). With each Sp associate one of these 2" integrals, denoted by (/ • • • f)p, as follows: whenever yi>7i (yi<àj) enters in the definition of Sp, the/th variable is integrated on (0, co) ((-oo, 0)). Then It will now be shown that the first integral (p = 1) yields the Pi in (17). is integrable for t'ER"'1 and for yj<y,<bj, j = 2, ■ ■ ■ , n. Repeating the above argument for the remaining (n -1) variables, it follows that (J ■ • • /)i( -227-1 2y^) I *(01 *IR_i di» converges for yESi. Defining 4>(t) to be zero when y3<0 and using Lemma 1, it is seen that the first term in (19) belongs to H(Ti), and may be set equal to Ft. Applying the same argument to the remaining integrals for p = 2, ■ ■ ■ , 2", in (19), the first part of (17) is established. Proof. Let
It is known (see Hille [8] ) that Mi(y;/) is a nonincreasing function of
Thus, M(y;f)^Mibi,y2, ■ ■ ■ ,yn,f).
In a similar way, it can be shown that Miy;f) is a nonincreasing function of y,-, j = 2, • ■ ■ , n. This fact and the definition (1) of || -\\o and || • ||i establish the lemma.
Proof of Theorem 1. It is first noted that P(70) is a linear space with scalars in C and that || -||o is a norm over this space. It follows readily, using Lemma 3 (see [6, Chapter VI ] [9] is uniformly bounded in T0, X can be chosen small enough for (29) to hold in P0, and from Theorem 1 the resulting EWH problem has a unique solution.
The author was introduced to this problem by Dr. Edgar Kraut. He is indebted to him as well as to Professor Robert Borrelli and Dr. William Hall for a number of discussions and suggestions.
